
SYMPHONY
WALL ORGANIZER

SHOWROOM GUIDE



SYMPHONY | 19”

The three best showroom spaces for the 19” high 
Symphony Wall Organizer are:

1. Above a vanity
2. On the side of a partition
3. Above low obstruction 

To set up Symphony for hanging jewelry like necklaces 
or bracelets, only use Triple Hooks. 

A wider version could also have Coat Hooks in addition 
to Triple Hooks for belts or jewelry.

The 19” height is not well-suited to shoe storage.
45” min from ground 
when hanging belts
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SYMPHONY | 42”

The best showroom spaces for the 42” high Symphony Wall Organizer are:
1. In a hallway
2. Behind a door
3. Under a high obstruction, like the window in the photo, or a large vent.

Mounted higher up the wall, use a combination of Coat Hooks and Triple Hooks. 
• If it’s a closet display, hang larger bags or hats from the Coat Hooks, and belts or 
jewelry from the Triple Hooks
• If it’s another space like an entranceway / mudroom, hang coats on the Coat 
Hooks, and keys or pet leashes on the Triple Hooks

Mounted lower on the wall, include Large and Small Shoe Hooks along the bottom rows 
and set appropriately with some shoes. Add high-heel shoes on the bar.

Shift the horizontal bars left or right to get around obstructions like switches or outlets, or 
to create unique layouts

Don’t forget to use 
the bars without 

accessory hooks too!
 

Hang a large scarf or 
shawl, and a coat or 

bag on an end. 
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SYMPHONY | 66”

The 66” high Symphony Wall Organizer 
makes the most of unused vertical 
space. In a showroom, it’s perfect for:

1. Storing a lot of one type of object in 
a closet setting
2. An entryway / mudroom 
application, or behind an entry door

Storing several of the same objects – all 
ties, or all shoes, for example – makes a 
strong visual impact, and shows off the 
organizer’s maximum capabilities.

• Use a combination of high-heeled 
shoes and other shoes on Shoe Hooks

• Select colorful ties or scarves for an 
artful display arrangement

OR

Show off the versatility of Symphony by 
storing a broad array of different objects 
in an entryway application:

• Place some shoes on Shoe Hooks at 
the bottom

• Hang smaller objects from some Triple 
Hooks off centre near the middle

• Place Coat Hooks anywhere as 
appropriate; they can be repositioned 
easily.

• Use Symphony with your staff or 
showroom visitors! The shoes can be 
props, but hang bags, cardigans, 
and coats on the hooks or ends, and 
umbrellas or scarves on the bars.
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